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Abstract—In this paper, a novel multiple-input
multiple-out (MIMO) transmission scheme, called gen-
eralized polarized enhanced spatial modulation (G-
PESM), is proposed for dual-polarized land mobile
satellite (LMS) communications. We first introduce
the enhanced spatial modulation (ESM) technique for
dual-polarized LMS communications, in which polar-
ization dimension, spatial dimension and multiple sig-
nal constellations are used to transmit information
and obtain substantial performance gain. Meanwhile,
the theoretical upper bound for the average bit error
probability (ABEP) of the proposed GPESM scheme
is derived. In order to further improve the reliability of
the system, we also propose two novel power allocation
(PA) algorithms for GPESM system, which are the
optimization-driven approximated max-min distance
(AMMD)-based PA algorithm and the data-driven
deep neural network (DNN)-based PA algorithm. To
achieve an enhanced spatial diversity gain, we consider
to apply a reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) to
the GPESM system as a relay to assist in transmitting
information. In this way, the user can receive the
information transmitted by the satellite on one hand,
and the information sent by the satellite via the RIS
relay on the other hand. We also extend the above-
mentioned two PA algorithms to the RIS-assisted G-
PESM systems. Our simulation results show that the
RIS-assisted GPESM systems are capable of obtaining
high bit error rate (BER) performance gain (up to 10
dB) compared to the standard GPESM system and two
PA algorithms can further improve the performance to
the systems.

Index Terms—Deep neural network, land mobile
satellite, polarized modulation, power allocation, re-
configurable intelligent surfaces.

I. Introduction
As the fifth generation mobile networks (5G) becomes

commercially available, the research community has start-
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ed to investigate the 6G. The latter will be not only limited
to the ground, but also extended to the space and the sea
to achieve ubiquitous and seamless connections between
the ground, satellite and airborne networks [1]–[3]. Driven
by this trend, in recent years, satellite communications
have gained renewed interest with reduced satellite de-
ployment costs and breakthroughs in materials and an-
tenna technology [2]. Space-earth integration network has
become a key issue in future 6G wireless networks. While
the existing terrestrial cellular network technologies may
be vulnerable to disasters and terrorist attacks, satellite
platforms have a wide range of coverage and broadcast
capabilities and can compensate the weakness of terrestrial
platforms [2]–[4]. More notably, with commercial satel-
lite companies investing heavily in the satellite industry,
satellite platforms have become an important part of the
internet-to-things (IoT) [1], [5]. In [3], unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV)-based low-altitude platforms (LAP) can
be quickly deployed and flexibly adjusted to the optimal
communication environment to achieve better bit error
rate (BER) performance and energy efficiency in short-
range communications. To address the large amount of
data satellites in future, edge intelligent computing has
been proposed in [5] for satellite IoT.

Future satellite platforms are promising, yet the capabil-
ities of individual satellites are very limited. On the other
hand, MIMO has become a mature technology in terrestri-
al communication networks, which provides high channel
capacity and significant performance improvements [6].
By bringing the MIMO idea to satellite communication
platforms, [7] and [8] investigated how to construct a
capacity-optimized MIMO channel between two geosta-
tionary satellites and ground antennas, which is geomet-
rically and optimally arranged to obtain multiplexed gain
from the antennas. [9] and [10] examined the possible
capacity of a dual-satellite diagonal MIMO system for
frequencies above 10 GHz under correlated rainfall fading.
A technique aimed at mitigating interference by using
linear precoding of the transmitted signal was proposed
in [11]. However, in the satellite communication scenario,
the line-of-sight (LOS) propagation, the lack of multipath
factors and the absence of scatters may lead to highly
correlated spatial components, which further results in an
inherent rank deficiency of the MIMO channel matrix.

To address these difficulties, polarization modulation
(PMod) was proposed to exploit the dimension of po-
larization in [12], [13]. For example, the authors of [13]
investigated the application of PMod to improve the
throughput of mobile satellite communication transmis-
sions, and proved that PMod can achieve 100% through-
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put improvement relative to existing deployments. In [14],
based on accurate experimental results, the statistical
modeling of dual-polarized satellite MIMO fading channels
was addressed, which is useful for the design and perfor-
mance assessment of MIMO-land mobile satellite (LMS)
transmission systems. The model given in [14] was further
developed in [15] by considering more critical channel
aspects. Recently, [16] introduced orthogonal space-time
block coding (OSTBC) into PMod MIMO-LMS commu-
nications to achieve a high spatial diversity. In [17], a
novel multi-dimensional PMod scheme was proposed by
employing the 3-D constellations, rather than the classic
approach of 2-D. In [18], the PMod scheme was combined
with the directional polarization modulation method to
enhance the transmission security in MIMO-LMS commu-
nications.

Most recently, the concept of index modulation (IM),
i.e., spatial modulation (SM)-MIMO, has been applied to
dual-polarized satellite MIMO systems [19], [20]. Specifi-
cally, in [19], the polarization domain was used to represent
information and only a single polarized antenna was acti-
vated in each time slot. It is shown in [19] that the pro-
posed polarized modulation (PM) is capable of avoiding
cross polarization interference (CPI) and mitigating the
possibility of inter-beam interference. [20] further present-
ed two SM schemes for dual-polarized MIMO-LMS sys-
tems, namely generalized polarized modulation (GPMod)
and polarized spatial modulation (PMod-SM), aiming at
circumventing the CPI while maintaining a high transmit
rate. Moreover, in [21], a novel multi-domain modula-
tion architecture was proposed, where the polarization
dimension was added to conventional SM mappings, by
considering the generalized spatially correlated Rayleigh
and Rician fading channel models. A novel PMod scheme,
namely dual-polarized spatial media-based modulation
was proposed in [22], which combines the benefits of the
media-based modulation (MBM), spatial modulation (S-
M), and dual-polarized (DP) antennas. Among the promis-
ing PMod design alternatives for MIMO-LMS communica-
tions, the enhanced spatial modulation (ESM) techniques
constitute an attractive multi-dimensional PMod regime
[23], which extends the conventional SM by introducing
a series of signal constellations and uses antenna indices
and multiple signal constellations to transfer information.
In ESM, the properly designed primary and secondary
constellations bring an improvement of BER performance
compared to conventional SM-based designs. To the best
of our knowledge, none of the existing studies on ESM for
MIMO-LMS communications have been reported.

Power allocation (PA) is a common method of enhanc-
ing system performance in MIMO systems, while providing
the flexibility to allocate power resources based on the
available channel information. Recently, various PA algo-
rithms were proposed for the SM-based communication
systems. For example, [24] proposed two PA algorithms for
receive spatial modulation (RSM) MIMO systems, which
are designed based on the error vector reduction (EVR)
method and iterative optimization algorithm, respectively.
In [25], the PA algorithm was combined with the trans-
mit antenna selection algorithm for SM, where the deep
neural networks (DNN) was employed as the problem

solver. Compared to these link adaption algorithms, recent
studies have shown that reconfigurable intelligent surfaces
(RIS) can accurately control the communication propa-
gation environment to greatly enhance signal quality at
the receiver [26]–[28]. RIS is an artificial electromagnetic
surface that can change the phases, amplitudes, and po-
larizations of propagation signals. This technology advo-
cates the concept of “smart radio environments”, which
is distinctively different from the current uncontrolled
communication environment. RIS is widely conceived as a
potential technology for enhanced communication systems
in 6G.

Against the above background, we summarize the main
contributions of this paper as follows:

1) We introduce the ESM technology into the dual-
polarized dual-satellite MIMO-LMS communication
systems, and propose a novel PMod scheme, namely
generalized polarized enhanced spatial modulation
(GPESM). To reduce the CPI, the two transmitting
antennas of the two satellites choose as different po-
larization methods as possible. This means that only
one antenna with one polarization per time slot is
selected to transmit the signal or two antennas with
different polarizations are selected to transmit the
signal. Meanwhile, the theoretical upper bound for
average bit error probability (ABEP) of the proposed
GPESM scheme is derived. Simulation results have
verified the advantages of GPESM.

2) In order to further improve the reliability of the
GPESM scheme, we propose two PA methods for
GPESM, which are based on optimization-driven ap-
proximated maximum minimum distance (AMMD)
and data-driven DNN, respectively. We provide BER
performance and complexity comparison for these
two PA methods.

3) To maximize the use of the freedom provided by RIS,
we introduce a novel GPESM transmission scheme
for dual-polarized MIMO-LMS communications. In
our proposed scheme, the RIS takes discrete ampli-
tude and phase values from a fixed set of reflec-
tion parameters, which does not need to know the
transmitter information. Moreover, we also apply
the proposed two PA algorithms to the RIS-assisted
GPESM systems. Numerical results show that the
proposed RIS-assisted GPESM systems are capable
of achieving considerable performance gains (up to
10 dB) compared to conventional GPESM systems.

The organization of this paper is as follows: The s-
tatistical dual-polarized LMS MIMO channel model is
presented in Section II. In Section III, the concepts of
GPMod and GPESM are introduced, and the maximum-
likelihood (ML) detection and BER performance analysis
are also provided. Two PA strategies for GPESM and RIS-
assisted GPESM schemes are provided in Section IV. The
simulation results and BER performances are presented in
Section V. Section VI concludes this paper.

Notation: Boldface capital and lowercase symbols rep-
resent matrices and column vectors, respectively. The (·)T
and (·)H operations represent transpose and Hermitian
transpose, respectively. The real number field is repre-
sented by R. The complex number field is represented by
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C. real(·) is the real-part operator. ∥ · ∥ stands for the
Frobenius norm. diag{·} refers to the diagonal operation.
Tr(·) returns the trace of a square matrix. E(·) represents
the expectation operator. vec(·) refers to the vectorization
of a matrix, which is a linear transformation of converting
the matrix into a column vector. Q(·) is the Q-function.
Pb(·) denotes the average bit error probability operator.
P (·) denotes the probability operator. ⊙ represents the
Hadamard product. d(·) is Hamming distance. D(·) is
minimum squared Euclidian distance.

II. Statistical Dual-Polarized LMS MIMO
Channel Model

In this paper, MIMO LMS channel scenarios are consid-
ered, where a single satellite uses a dual circularly polar-
ized antenna with a right- and left-hand circular polarized
(R/LHCP) element and the mobile user terminal (UT) is
also fitted with a similar dual circularly polarized antenna.
We stipulate Nt = 1 and Nr = 1 in the transceiver system
of a single dual circular polarized antenna. Since each dual
circularly polarized antenna has two polarization modes,
the transceiver system of a single dual circularly polarized
antenna can be regarded as a 2× 2 MIMO system. For each
dual-polarized MIMO LMS channel (each transmitter to
receiver link), it can be modeled by a 2× 2 MIMO channel
matrix H = [hi j ] (i, j = 1, 2), where hi j (i, j = 1, 2)
represent the fading components of the SISO LMS sub-
channel formed between the transmit and receive sides,
which incorporate both the large-scale fading effects and
the small-scale fading effects. Under these assumptions,
each LMS MIMO channel can be expressed as

H = [hi j ] =
√

K
1+K [h̄i j ] +

√
1

1+K [h̃i j ]

=
√

K
1+K H̄ +

√
1

1+K H̃,
(1)

where K is the Rician factor, H̄ and H̃ are the static line-
of-sight (LOS) component and the variable non-LOS com-
ponent, respectively. In (1), the elements of the channel
matrix H can be expressed as

hi j = |hi ,j | exp(jϕi j)
=
√

K
1+K |hi, j | exp(jϕi j) +

√
1

1+K |h̃i, j | exp(jϕ̃i j),
(2)

where the phases ϕ̄i j and ϕ̃i j are uniformly distributed
over the range of [0, 2π], while the magnitudes |h̄i, j |
are log-normally distributed determined by specific dis-
tribution parameters (α, ψ) (α is the mean and ψ is
the standard deviation) and the magnitudes |h̃i, j | are
Rayleigh distributed with the multipath power parame-
ter ω. Different environments, polarizations and elevation
angles θ are capable of affecting the values of (α, ψ, ω). In
general, for some classic models, these parameters can be
selected based on the experimental results given in [15].

In 2×2 dual-polarized LMS MIMO systems, as shown in
Fig. 1 (a), the spatial correlation of the large scale fading
component H̄ is given by

vec(H̄) = 10[vec(H̄w)·(ψ/20)·C̄1 /2+(α/20)], (3)

where H̄w is the 2 × 2 channel matrix with spatial uncor-
related, identically distributed, circularly symmetric com-
plex Gaussian elements of zero mean and unit variance and

C̄ is the 4 × 4 positive semi-definite Hermitian covariance
matrix of large scale fading components.

On the other hand, the spatial correlation of small scale
fading component H̃ is generated as [34]

H̃ = R̃1/2
rx · H̃w ·R1/2

tx , (4)

where H̃w is the 2 × 2 channel matrix with spatial un-
correlated, identically distributed, circularly symmetric
complex Gaussian elements of zero mean and ω variance.
R̃rx and R̃tx denote the receive covariance matrix and
transmit covariance matrix, respectively. R̃rx and R̃tx can
be expressed as

R̃rx = E[H̃HH̃]

= ω ·
[

1 2ρ̃rx
√

(1 − γ)γ
2ρ̃rx

√
(1 − γ)γ 1

]
,

(5)

R̃tx = E[H̃HH̃]

= ω ·
[

1 2ρ̃tx
√

(1 − γ)γ
2ρ̃tx

√
(1 − γ)γ 1

]
,

(6)

where ρ̃rx and ρ̃tx are the small-scale polarization corre-
lation coefficients at the receiver and transmitter, respec-
tively. The value of γ can be formulated as

γ = βant(1 − βenv) + (1 − βant)βenv, (7)

where ωant = 10log10[(1 − βant)/βant] is the cross-polar
discrimination of transmit antennas (TA) and ωenv =
10log10[(1 − βenv)/βenv] is the cross-polar coupling in the
transmission environment. In general, the ranges of the
parameters βant and βenv are [0, 1] and their suitable values
depend on ωant and ωenv.

Note that based on the model given in (1)-(7), when
multiple satellites (such the system shown in Fig. 1 (b))
are considered, the LMS channel matrix H, can be further
defined as

H = [H1 · · · HN ], (8)

where Hk , k = 1, · · ·, N is the independent 2 × 2 channel
matrix from the kth satellite to the user terminal.

III. System Model
A. GPMod Preview

In the GPMod structure, M1 + M2 bits are sent over
one GPMod symbol, where the first M1 bits are utilized
to select a specific PSK/QAM constellation point, while
the remaining M2 bits are used to select the specific
polarizations of the transmit antennas (For dual-polarized
LMS systems, each transmit antenna has two states). For
example, for the dual-polarized two-antenna (Nt = 2 and
Nr = 1) LMS-MIMO system with BPSK modulation,
the number of bits conveyed by each GPMod symbol is
log2(2Nt) + log2(2) = 3. All possible three-bit combina-
tions {000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111} are mapped to
the indices of transmit antenna polarization (i.e., LHCP
or RHCP) and to the BPSK constellation {+1,−1}, e.g.
the LHCP state of the first TA is activated to transmit
the BPSK constellation point “-1”, when the input bits
are {000}.

According to the above concept, the general system
model of GPMod can be formulated by

y = Hcs+ n, (9)
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Fig. 1. Dual-polarized LMS MIMO system.

TABLE I
GPMod mapping rule for 3 bits/s/Hz transmission using BPSK for dual polarized dual satellite systems, where “X”

denotes one bit conveyed by PSK symbols.

Transmit bits Satellite1-LHCP Satellite1-RHCP Satellite2-LHCP Satellite2-RHCP
X00 BPSK 0 BPSK 0
X01 BPSK 0 0 BPSK
X10 0 BPSK BPSK 0
X11 0 BPSK 0 BPSK

where y ∈ C2Nr × 1 is the received signal, H ∈ C2Nr × 2Nt

is the dual-polarized MIMO-LMS channel matrix, and
c ∈ R2Nt×1 is the transmit signal matrix (namely state
active matrix) corresponding to the selection of the trans-
mit antenna polarization, which can be given by

c =


1 − c1
c1

1 − c2
c2

 , (10)

where the legitimate values of c1 and c2 are in the binary
set of {0, 1}. In (9), s is the transmitted PSK/QAM
constellation point and n ∈ C2Nr × 1 is the zero mean
vector of additive complex Gaussian noise (AWGN) with
i.i.d. elements and variance of σ2. Thus, when the total
number of transmit antennas is two, i.e., for the case of one
satellite having two TAs or two satellites equipped with a
single TA, the system model can also be re-formulated to

[
y1
y2

]
=
[
h11 h12 h13 h14
h21 h22 h23 h24

] 
1 − c1
c1

1 − c2
c2

 s+
[
n1
n2

]
.

(11)
where y1 and y2 are the elements of y, n1 and n2 are
the elements of n, while hi,j , i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 are the
elements of the channel matrix H. The mapping rule of
GPMod scheme for dual-satellite system is shown in Table
I.

B. GPESM System Model
In this subsection, we introduce the ESM concept to

the above GPMod system. Let us use a 4 × 2 dual-
polarized MIMO system shown in Fig. 1 (b) for example,

where we have a total of Nt = 2 transmit antennas and
Nr = 1 receive antenna. As noted in [23], the number
of the active TAs can be one or two in ESM-MIMO.
Specifically, when only one TA is active, only a single
symbol from the primary signal constellation (such as
QPSK) is transmitted, while when two TAs are active,
two data symbols from the secondary constellation (such
as BPSK) are transmitted simultaneously in parallel. In
ESM-MIMO, the transmission with two active TAs leads
to a rate increase and the numerical simulation and exper-
imental results have confirmed the BER benefits of ESM
compared to other SM-type schemes, e.g., the conventional
SM and the generalized SM (GSM).

In the received symbol vector y ∈ C2Nr × 1 at each
instant transmission can be expressed as

y = H Bs︸︷︷︸
x

+n, (12)

where H ∈ C2Nr × 2Nt is dual-polarized MIMO LMS
channel matrix, B is the transmit antenna polarization
selection matrix similar to (10), and s ∈ C2Nt × 1 is the
transmit ESM symbol vector. For example, for two anten-
nas and QPSK as primary modulation, the transmitted
ESM symbol vector is of the form:

s ∈
{[

C4
0

]
,

[
0
C4

]
,

[
B0

2
B0

2

]
,

[
B1

2
B1

2

]}
, (13)

where C4 denotes the QPSK signal constellation used
as primary constellation, and B0

2 and B1
2 represent t-

wo secondary BPSK constellation given by B0
2 ∈ {±1}

and B1
2 ∈ {±i}. In (12), we have the equivalent trans-

mit symbol x = Bs, whose elements implicitly containing
satellite indices, polarization mode and modulated sym-
bols. Moreover, in (12) n ∈ C2Nr × 1 is the zero mean
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vector of AWGN with i.i.d. elements and variance of
σ2. The total transmitting power is normalized to one
(i.e., T r(E[xHx]) = 1). Similar to (11), the received signal
can also be expressed as[

y1
y2

]
=
[
h11 h12 h13 h14
h21 h22 h23 h24

]
x +

[
n1
n2

]
. (14)

Taking the dual-satellite system and QPSK as primary
modulation as an example, the transceiver structure of
GPESM is shown as Fig. 2.

Note that when two transmit antennas choose the
same polarization mode simultaneously for transmission,
the cross-polarization interference will be introduced [20].
Thus, these cases are removed in the structure presented.
Each symbol contains 5 bits, where the two bits are
4QAM modulation bits and the last three are used to
select a combination of ESM symbols containing satellite
indices, polarization mode and modulation information.
More specifically, the mapping rule of GPESM scheme for
dual-satellite system is shown in Table II. Based on the
mapping rule given in Table II, the transmitted GPESM
symbol vector can be expressed as

C. ML Detection and BER Performance Analysis
Assuming that the system’s transmission rate is m

bits/s/Hz. At the receiver, the transmitted bit steam is
reconstructed by jointly detecting the conventional mod-
ulated symbol, the satellite indices and the polarization
mode (LHCP or RHCP). Based on the system model given
in (12), the optimal 3-D maximum-likelihood detector for
the proposed GPESM scheme can be given by

(u, v)M L = arg max
u,v

fY (y|x,H)

= arg min
u,v

D (y,huxv) ,
(15)

where fY (y|x,H) is the conditional probability density
function for (12), xv is the v−th element of the transmit-
ting signal codebook S for v = 1, · · · , 2m and hu indicates
which column or columns of H the xv corresponds to.
For example, in Table II, corresponding to each transmit
vector x = Bs, hu can be given by

hu ∈ {[h1], [h2], [h3], [h4], [h1h4], [h2h3]} , for u = 1, ···, 6.
(16)

Moreover, in (15), D (y,huxv) is the minimum squared
Euclidian distance between the received vector y and
huxv, which is given by

D (y,huxv) = ∥huxv∥2 − 2Re
{

yHhuxv
}
. (17)

According to the theory of union bound [35], the BER
upper bound of the proposed GPESM is given by

Pb ≤ 1
m 2m

2m∑
i=1

2m∑
j=1
j ̸=i

d(xi,xj)P (xi → xj), (18)

where d(xi,xj) is the Hamming distance between xi and
xj . P (xi → xj) is the average pairwise error probability
(APEP), which is formulated as

P (xi → xj)=Q

√ ||H(xi − xj)||2
2N0

 . (19)

Considering that Q(x) = 1
π

∫ π/2
0 exp(−x2/2sin2θ)dθ,

thus

P (xi → xj) = E

{
1
π

∫ π/2

0
exp(−||H(xi − xj)||2

4N0sin2θ
)dθ

}
.

(20)
Using the moment generating function (MGF) approach

[20], the unconditional APEP is obtained as in (21), where
ki,j is the rank of the distance matrix (xi−xj)(xi − xj)H ,
and the λi,j,1,···,λi,j,ki,j are the no-zero eigenvalues of (xi−
xj)(xi − xj)H .

Averaging (21) over the channel matrix H, the APEP is
obtained as in (22), where K is the Rician factor.

IV. Reliability Improvement Technology For
GPESM

To better improve the reliability of the GPESM system,
we first apply the optimization-driven AMMD-based PA
approach. Then, considering that there may be no per-
fect channel state information (CSI) in practice and the
complexity of the conventional PA approach is too high,
we apply the data-driven DNN-based PA approach to the
system. As a potential new technology, we also consider
to use RIS to assist the GPESM system so as to further
enhance the system reliability.

A. AMMD-Based PA Aided GPESM
By adding the power diagonal matrix P ∈ R2Nt×2Nt ,

which is given by
P = diag(p)

=


p1 0 · · · 0
0 p2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · p2Nt

 , (23)

where p = {p1, · · ·, pq, · · ·, p2Nt}T represents the pow-
er vector at the transmitter and its elements satisfy∑2Nt

q=1 p
2
q = PT (PT is the total power constraint), the re-

ceived signal of the PA-aided GPESM can be re-expressed
as

y = HPx + n, (24)

where y ∈ C2Nr × 1 denotes the received signal vector,
H ∈ C2Nr × 2Nt denotes the channel matrix, x ∈ C2Nt × 1

denotes the transmit GPESM symbol vector, and n ∈
C2Nr × 1 is the zero mean vector of AWGN with i.i.d.
elements and variance of σ2.

At the receiver, the ML detector is formed as

x̃ = arg min
x∈S

||y − HPx||2. (25)

By the theory of nearest neighbor bound, the APEP of
our PA-aided GPESM is approximated to

P (xi → xj) ≈ λ ·Q
(

1
2N0

dmin (p)
)
, (26)

where Q (·) denotes the Q-function, λ is the number
of neighbor constellation, and dmin (p) is the minimum
squared Euclidian distance between two GPESM symbols
xi and xj , which can be obtained by

dmin(p) = min
∀i,j,
i ̸=j

di,j(p) = min
xi,xj∈S,
xi ̸=xj

||HP(xi − xj)||2. (27)
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Fig. 2. The transceiver structure of the proposed GPESM scheme.

x = Bs ∈



C4
0
0
0

 ,


0
C4
0
0

 ,


0
0
C4
0

 ,


0
0
0
C4

 ,

B0

2
0
0
B0

2

 ,


0
B0

2
B0

2
0

 ,

B1

2
0
0
B1

2

 ,


0
B1

2
B1

2
0


 .

TABLE II
GPESM mapping rule for 5 bits/s/Hz transmission using QPSK for dual polarized dual satellite systems, where “XX”

denotes two bits conveyed by PSK symbols.

Transmit bits Satellite1-LHCP Satellite1-RHCP Satellite2-LHCP Satellite2-RHCP
000XX C4 0 0 0
001XX 0 C4 0 0
010XX 0 0 C4 0
011XX 0 0 0 C4
100XX B0

2 0 0 B0
2

101XX 0 B0
2 B0

2 0
110XX B1

2 0 0 B1
2

111XX 0 B1
2 B1

2 0

Since the error bits mainly occur in the nearest neigh-
bors, the maximization of dmin (p) is capable of reducing
the probability of error events, especially at high signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) regions. Based on this observation,
thus we can formulated the PA algorithm to improve the
BER of the proposed GPESM as the following maximum
minimum distance (MMD) problem

max
p

dmin (p) ,
s.t. ||p||2 ≤ PT .

(28)

To solve this optimization problem, we can first transform

the objective function di,j (p) to a simple form, given by

di,j (p) = ∥HP(xi − xj)∥2

= (xi − xj)HPHHHHP(xi − xj)
= Tr(PHHHHP(xi − xj)(xi − xj)H)

= pH
(

HHH ⊙
(

(xi − xj)(xi − xj)H
))

p

= pHRijp,

(29)

where Rij = HHH ⊙
[
(xi − xj) (xi − xj)H

]
. Based on

(29), the challenging optimization problem (28) can be

P (xi → xj) = 1
π

∫ π/2

0

(
1

1 + λi,j,1
4N0sin2θ

)2Nr

×

(
1

1 + λi,j,2
4N0sin2θ

)2Nr

× · · ·×

 1

1 + λi,j,ki,j

4N0sin2θ

2Nr

dθ, (21)

P (xi → xj) = 1
π

∫ π/2

0

{
(1 +K)sin2θ

(1 +K)sin2θ + λi,j,1
exp[− Kλi,j,1

(1 +K)sin2θ + λi,j,1
]
}2Nr

×{
(1 +K)sin2θ

(1 +K)sin2θ + λi,j,2
exp[− Kλi,j,2

(1 +K)sin2θ + λi,j,2
]
}2Nr

× · · ·

×
{

(1 +K)sin2θ

(1 +K)sin2θ + λi,j,ki,j

exp
[
−

Kλi,j,ki,j

(1 +K)sin2θ + λi,j,ki,j

]}2Nr

dθ.

(22)
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Algorithm 1 Proposed AMMD-based PA Algorithm
Input: Initialize pα = p0 = I2Nt×1, ε = 0.01, k = 1
Output: pk+1

Step1: pk = pα;
Step2: Solve the problem by the interior point method
to get pk+1;
Step3: pk = pk+1;
Step4: k = k + 1.
Repeat Step2 to Step4
Until ∥pk+1 − pk∥ ≤ ε
Return result

simplified to

max
p

min pHRijp ∀i, j, i ̸= j

s.t. ∥p∥2 ≤ PT .
(30)

To solve this QCQP problem given in (30), we can in-
troduce the auxiliary scalar variable t and the AMMD
problem is finally given by [33]

max
p

t

s.t. Re
{

2pHk Rijp − pHk Rijpk
}

≥ t, ∀i, j, i ̸= j
||p||2 ≤ PT .

(31)

Since Re
{

2pHk Rijp − pHk Rijpk
}

is an affine function of p,
(31) is a convex problem. Therefore, the AMMD problem
can be solved by classic convex solvers. The procedure of
the AMMD-based PA method is detailed in Algorithm 1.

B. DNN-Based PA Aided GPESM
In this section, compared to the above optimization-

driven PA algorithm, we introduce the concept of machine
learning to carry out the PA matrix optimization, since
it have been viewed as a key enabler for beyond 5G
communications. Specifically, a feed-forward DNN based
multi-label classifier is proposed for PA-aided GPESM,
since DNN is an important branch in machine learning
and is a promising and powerful tool for optimization.

Unlike the AMMD method, we need to generate a PA
codebook beforehand in DNN-based PA algorithm, which
is available to both the transmitter and receiver before
transmission. Let Pp be the codebook for the DNN-based
PA-aided GPESM scheme, which is given by

Pp= {P1, · · ·,Pq, · · ·,PQ} , (32)

where Q is the total number of selection candidates.
Similar to the AMMD method, the optimization problem
is also maximum the minimum squared Euclidian distance
between two GPESM symbols.

Based on (32) and (27), the PA matrix optimization
problem can be considered as a classification problem,
which can be efficiently solved by using DNN architecture.
To be specific, in general, we can consider to steps in DNN
for this problem, namely the training step and the learning
step. The specific procedures of the training step include
the training data generation, the feature vector extraction,
the key performance indicator (KPI) design and labeling.
Next, we briefly introduce these procedures as follows:

1) Training Data Generation: In DNN, we can directly
use the channel matrices to train the neural network

nodes. For this propose, a set of training data can be
generated by M random channel matrices Hm,m =
1, ···,M based on the channel model given in (1)-(7),
i.e.,

H =
{

H1,H2, · · ·,Hm, · · ·,HM
}
. (33)

2) Feature Vector Extraction: For achieving better
training performance and fast convergence, we joint
consider the modulus (i.e., (hmi )Hhmi , i = 1 · · · , Nt)
and correlations (i.e., (hmi )Hhmj , i ̸= j) of channel
vectors, which determine the BER performance of
the conventional PSK/QAM bits and the error per-
formance of the bits mapped to the satellite indices
and the polarization mode, respectively. Specifically,
we consider the following feature vector

f=
[
|(hm1 )Hhm1 |,· · ·, |(hmi )Hhmj |, |(hm2Nt

)Hhm2Nt

]
,

(34)
where hi, i = 1, · · ·, Nt is the i-th column of H. to
avoid the bias problem in the learning phase, the
feature vector of (34) can be further normalized to,

f̃(n) = (f(n) − E[f ])/(max(f) − min(f)), (35)

where f(n) is the n-th element of the feature vector
f .

3) KPI Design: Similar to the PA algorithm introduced
in Section IV-A, we adopt the maximum value of
dmin in (27) all possible power candidates given in
(32) as the KPI, in order to improve the attainable
BER performance. Based on the KPI, we can classify
the training samples, i.e., the generated training
channel matrices, to different sets.

4) Labeling: In our design, each power candidate has its
index number. The labels for training matrices can
be calculated by following steps:
Step 1: Input the m-th training sample Hm, and
compute the KPI dmin for all possible power can-
didates Pp, p ∈ {1, · · ·, Q}.
Step 2: Obtain the power candidate Pq∗ with
the maximum dmin and its index label q∗, q∗ ∈
{1, · · ·, Q}. The index label of the final obtained
optimal power candidate is converted to one-hot
code, denoted as rc.
Step 3: Repeat Steps 1 and Steps 2 until all training
samples’ labels are found.

We consider DNN as a “black box” and utilize it to
explore the nonlinear mapping relationship between the
feature vector f and one-hot code rc. Once all the training
data is ready, assume that we have L layers in the feed-
forward DNN and the mapping relationship of the DNN
layers is given by

rLc=FL−1(FL−2(· · ·(F1(r0
c ; θ1), · · ·); θL−2); θL−1),

l = 1, · · ·, L,
(36)

where Fl(rl−1
c ; θl) = ∆(Wlrl−1

c + bl), l = 1, · · ·, L, and
rLc is the output vector through L iterative precessing
steps. In this paper, we employ the fully connected layers
and θl = {Wl,bl} , Wl and bl are the weight and bias
parameter vectors of l-th layer, and ∆(·) is an activation
function. In our design, we consider stochastic gradient
decent (SGD) as the optimization method and categorical
cross-entropy as the loss function. The procedure of the
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Algorithm 2 Proposed DNN-based Classification PA
Algorithm
Input: Training set: ftrain and rc−train, testing set: ftest

and rc−test, prediction set: fpred, power candidates set:
Pp, i = 1, epochs = 128, accuracy threshold: τ = 70%

Output: Pq∗−pred
Step1: Enter ftrain and rc−train into the initial DNN
network;
Step2: For 1 ≤ i ≤ epochs, update DNN network
parameters θk using SGD optimization method and
set i = i+ 1;
Step3: Get testing accuracy τc by entering ftest and
rc−test into DNN network;
Step4: If τc ≤ τ , change the number of nodes and
layers of the DNN network, then go to Step2; Others
go to Step5;
Step5: Enter fpred into the DNN network to get
rc−pred;
Step6: Get Pq∗−pred according to power candidates
set Pp and rc−pred.
Return result

Algorithm 3 Proposed DNN-based Regression PA Algo-
rithm
Input: Training set: ftrain and rr−train, prediction set:

fpred, i = 1, epochs = 128
Output: Pr−pred

Step1: Enter ftrain and rr−train into the initial DNN
network;
Step2: For 1 ≤ i ≤ epochs, update DNN network
parameters θk using Adam optimization method and
set i = i+ 1;
Step3: Enter fpred into the DNN network to get
rr−pred;
Step4: Get Pr−pred according to rr−pred.
Return result

DNN-based classification PA method is given in Algorithm
2.

In addition to this, the power allocation problem can
also be considered as a regression problem, due to the
continuity nature of the channel state information and
the allocated power. The difference between the regression
problem and the classification problem is that the training
output vector rr in the regression problem is the power set
derived by iterating using Algorithm 1. Suppose we have
obtained the power vector pr = {p1, · · ·, pq, · · ·, p2Nt}T ,
the first 2Nt elements of training output vector rr are 2Nt
power values in pr. Besides, rr also contains a sum of 2Nt
power values to satisfy the power constraint and increase
the estimation accuracy [36]. Therefore, rr is a vector of
2Nt + 1 columns. The input data of DNN in regression
problem is the same as that of classification problem.

Assuming that we also have L layers in the feed-forward
DNN, the mapping relationship of the DNN layers in
regression problem is similar to (36). We consider mean
square error as the loss function and Adam optimizer.
The procedure of the DNN-based regression PA method
is given in Algorithm 3.

User terminal

Satellite

HSD

HSR

HRD

RIS

Controller

Wireless control link

Fig. 3. The proposed RIS-assisted GPESM scheme.

C. RIS-Assisted GPESM System Model
Compared to PA algorithms, recent studies have shown

that reconfigurable intelligent surfaces can provide attrac-
tive performance improvements under various application
scenarios. In this paper, in order to achieve an enhanced s-
patial diversity gain, we consider to apply a reconfigurable
intelligent surface to the proposed GPESM system as a
relay to assist in transmitting information. To be specific,
we propose a RIS-assisted GPESM system depicted in Fig.
3, where the signal is sent by satellite and assisted by
RIS to mobile users. The number of units in each RIS is
set to be Ns. Although the current hardware designs only
contain discrete phase shifters [29], RIS with low resolution
and few units may appear in the future, which is suitable
for LMS scenarios. Therefore, we still assume that each
reflecting unit can reconstruct the phase and amplitude of
the incident signal via a software controller. According to
[30], RIS units are taken as a certain number of discrete
phase and module values. We denote the coefficients of the
RIS reflection unit by a vector, which is given by

v = [µ1e
jθ1 , µ2e

jθ2 , · · · , µNejθN ]T, (37)

where µk and θk are the reflection amplitude and phase of
the reflecting unit on the RIS, respectively [29]. Suppose
that

U =
{

0, 1
2Qα − 1

,
2

2Qα − 1
, · · · , 1

}
, (38)

G =
{

0, 2π
2Qθ

, · · · , 2π(2Qθ − 1)
2Qθ

}
, (39)

where U is the set of reflection amplitudes and G is the
set of reflection phases. 2Qα and 2Qθ denote the number
of legitimate reflection amplitudes and phases in each RIS
unit, respectively. Hence,

v[n] ∈ Φ =
{
µne

jθn |µn ∈ U, θn ∈ G
}
, n = 1, · · ·, Ns.

(40)
Based on the proposed GPESM system model given in

Section III-B, the received symbol vector y ∈ C2Nr × 1 of
the RIS-assisted GPESM can be formulated as

y = (HSD + HRDVHSR)x + n1, (41)

where HSD ∈ C2Nr × 2Nt , HRD ∈ C2Nr × Ns and HSR ∈
CNs × 2Nt denote the MIMO LMS channel matrices be-
tween satellite and UT, RIS and UT, satellite and RIS, re-
spectively. V = diag(v) denotes the diagonal matrix of v.
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x ∈ C2Nt × 1 is the GPESM symbol vector. n1 ∈ C2Nr × 1

is the zero mean vector of AWGN with i.i.d. elements and
variance of σ2.

In this paper, we consider exhaustively searching all the
values of v, and then find an optimal v∗, which equals to
the following problem

max
v∗

min
i ̸=j

∥(HSD + HRDVHSR)(xi − xj)∥2
, (42)

where xk is the k−th element of the transmit GPESM
signal codebook S for k = 1, · · · , 2m.

At the receiver, the ML detection is similar to (15),
which is formulated as

x̂ = arg min
x∈S

∥y − (HSD + HRDVHSR)x∥2
. (43)

Moreover, for the RIS-assisted GPESM system given in
(41), we can also employ the PA algorithm for achieving
further performance improvement and the detector can be
given by changing (43) to

x̂ = arg min
x∈S

∥y − (HSD + HRDVHSR)Px∥2
, (44)

where P = diag(p) = diag({p1, · · ·, pq, · · ·, p2Nt}T ).
According to (44), the conditional PEP is obtained as

P (xi → xj |H)

=Q

√ ||(HSD + HRDVHSR)P(xi − xj)||2
2N0

 .
(45)

From (45), it can be observed that the APEP of this
system depends on the design of v and P. Therefore,
our problem is translated to the design of the reflection
coefficients value of the RIS units and the precoding
power matrix to minimize the APEP of the system. By
maximizing minimum Euclidean distance criterion for the
design of v and P, our optimization problem can be
expressed as:

max
v,P

min
∀i ̸=j

{
||(HSD + HRDVHSR)P(xi − xj)||2

}
s.t. ||p||2 ≤ PT ,

v[n] ∈ Φ, n = 1, · · ·, NS .
(46)

For the sake of simplicity, we can employ the iteration
algorithm and our proposed PA algorithms to solve the
problem of (46). Specifically, let’s assume that we fix v
by using (42) in an iteration step and then update P.
Thus, the optimization problem in (46) is reduced to the
following question:

max
P

min
∀i ̸=j

{
||(HSD + HRDVHSR)P(xi − xj)||2

}
s.t. ||p||2 ≤ PT ,

(47)

It is noted that the above problem in (47) is identical to
that in (28). Later we can use the AMMD or DNN method
to get P. The procedure of the PA algorithm for RIS-
assisted GPESM system is given in Algorithm 3.

D. Complexity Comparison For Different Optimization
Algorithms For GPESM

By recalling the complexity order for solving
the MMD convex problem given in [33], the
complexity order of the AMMD-based PA algorithm
is O(8N2

tM
2Nr)+O(16N4

tM
4). By contrast, based on the

Algorithm 4 Proposed PA Algorithm for RIS-assisted
GPESM system
Input: Channel matrix HSD, HRD, HSR

Output: P
Step1: Fix v by using (42);
Step2: Use Algorithm 1 to solve problem (47) or use
Algorithm 2 or 3 to get P;
Return result
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Fig. 4. The BER performance comparison of the proposed GPESM
and GPMod schemes with different CPI.

model given in Section IV-B, most of the computation
of the DNN-based PA algorithm is consumed in the
generation of the training set. In particular, the training
set of the classification PA algorithm needs to exhaustively
search the pre-defined power sets under all channels to
find the optimal power set labels, and the training set
of the regression PA algorithm needs to use the AMMD-
based PA algorithm to derive the optimal assigned power
under all channels. If we assume that the training sets
have been generated, then the complexity order of the
DNN-based PA algorithm will be greatly reduced to
O(64N4

t + 4N2
t ) [25]. For RIS-assisted GPESM scheme,

there are 2Qa+Qθ possible values for the RIS unit and
(2Qa+Qθ )Ns possible candidate sets for RIS with Ns
units. Therefore, the complexity order of the RIS-assisted
GPESM is O(4(2Qa+Qθ )NsN2

tM
2).

In summary, the RIS method requires an exhaustive
search over (2Qa+Qθ )Ns candidate sets, and its complexity
order increases exponentially with increasing number of
Ns and quantization levels. The AMMD approach intro-
duces additional complexity during the computation of the
convex optimization problem, while the DNN method is
quite simple compared to it, when the training sets are
all generated. Table III is the complexity comparison for
different optimization algorithms for GPESM.

V. Simulation Results And Discussion
In this section, we apply the the LMS channel param-

eters in [14]. For GPESM and GPMod, the number of
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TABLE III
Comparison of complexity orders of different optimization algorithms for PA-GPESM chemes

PA-GPESM schemes Complexity order Configuration
(4 × 2, QPSK, Qα = 2, Qθ = 2, Ns = 3)

Proposed AMMD-based PA-GPESM O(8N2
t M2Nr)+O(16N4

t M4) 66048
Proposed DNN-based PA-GPESM O(64N4

t + 4N2
t ) 1088

Proposed RIS-assisted GPESM O(4(2Qa+Qθ )Ns N2
t M2) 1048576

TABLE IV
Layouts of the DNN structures

Classification Regression
Size Activation function Size Activation function

Input 16 Relu 16 -
Layer1(Dense) 32 Relu 32 Relu
Layer2(Dense) 32 Relu 32 Relu
Layer3(Dense) 64 Relu 64 Relu
Layer4(Dense) 32 Relu 32 Relu
Layer5(Dense) 32 Relu 16 Relu
Layer6(Dense) 16 Softmax 5 Relu
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Fig. 5. Simulation and theoretical performance comparison of the
proposed GPESM and GPMod schemes.

training data sets is 80000, the number of testing data
sets is 20000 and the number of power candidates is 16.
Layouts of the DNN structures are shown in Table IV.
Due to the performance of the simulation computer and
time constraints, we generate 1000 RIS channel matrices.
The number of realizations is 2 × 106 at each SNR. For
the sake of discussion, this paper only discusses the good
state cases in suburban areas for 4×2 dual polarized LMS
MIMO channel with dual satellites. Here, for comparison,
serval conventional schemes, such as the PMod-SM of [19]
and the GPMod of [20] are utilized as the benchmarkers.

In order to show that the proposed GPESM system is
resilient to CPI, we first compare the BER performance
of systems with different CPI in Fig. 4. First, the PMod-
SM with QPSK modulation in the Fig. 4 refers to the
structure in Table II where only the first four combinations
are selected. The transmit antenna activates only one
polarization at each moment to transmit the signal, thus
completely eliminating the CPI. We can see that PMod-
SM with QPSK modulation has a 3 dB BER performance
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Fig. 6. BER performance comparison of the proposed RIS-assisted
GPESM scheme with different numbers of reflection units.

gain than the GPMod with QPSK modulation. Then,
as shown in the Fig. 4, the proposed GPESM with 5
bpcu achieves nearly 6 dB gain over GPMod with 8PSK
at BER = 10−2, which demonstrates that the proposed
GPESM scheme not only mitigates the impact of CPI,
but also achieves the benefits of multiple constellation
ensembles. To further confirm the performance of the
proposed GPESM scheme, we also compare it with the
GPESM-CPI scheme, which refers to the GPESM scheme
with full CPI by replacing the first four combinations in
Table II with combinations that simultaneously activate
the same polarization in both satellites using multiple
signal constellations. In Fig. 4, the proposed GPESM
scheme still achieves 5 dB BER gain over the GPESM-CPI
scheme in the high SNR case. Moreover, the GPESM-CPI
with 5bpcu has almost the same performance as GPMod
with QPSK modulation, which proves the powerful benefit
of using multiple constellations on the other hand.

Fig. 5 provides the simulated and theoretical BER
performance curves for the GPESM and GPMod schemes.
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Fig. 8. BER performance comparison of the GPESM scheme with
DNN-based classification PA algorithm and regression PA algorithm.

As shown in the Fig. 5, the theoretical line becomes closer
to the simulation line as the SNR increases.

In Fig. 6, we compare the BER performance of RIS-
assisted GPESM schemes with different numbers of units.
For the sake of simplification, assume that RIS has perfect
known CSI for all channels and Qα = 2, Qθ = 2.
All RIS-assisted GPESM systems have substantial BER
performance gains compared to the standard GPESM.
In particular, the RIS-assisted GPESM with Ns = 5
has a BER performance gain of more than 10 dB when
SNR = 15 dB or more. From Fig. 6, it can be learned
that as the number of Ns increases, the better the BER
performance of the system will be.

To further enhance the reliability of the system, in
Fig. 7, we apply the AMMD-based PA algorithm to the
GPMod, GPESM and RIS-assisted GPESM systems. As-
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Fig. 9. BER performance comparison of the GPMod and GPESM
schemes with DNN-based PA algorithm.
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Fig. 10. BER performance comparison of the GPMod and GPESM
schemes with AMMD-based PA algorithm in the presence of CSI
errors.

sume that CSI is perfectly known at the transmitter and
Ns = 5. We can observe BER performance improvements
in all three systems after applying the AMMD-based PA
algorithm. In particular, GPMod with 8PSK modulation
achieves a gain of 6 dB at SNR = 12 dB. Overall, after
applying the AMMD-based PA algorithm, RIS-assisted
GPESM performs much better than GPESM and GPMod,
followed by GPESM and finally GPMod.

To explore whether classification or regression is more
appropriate when utilizing DNN for power allocation, we
compare the BER performance of the two method in the
GPESM with 5bpcu system in Fig. 8. From Fig. 8, it can
be found that the regression method consistently has a
better BER performance than the classification method
for SNR = 9 dB or more. At BER = 10−2, the regression
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Fig. 11. BER performance comparison of the GPMod and GPESM
schemes with DNN-based PA algorithm in the presence of CSI errors.

method has a 5 dB higher performance gain than the
classification method. We find that the accuracy of the
classification method is not good when a large number of
power combinations are preset. No matter how to adjust
the structure of DNN during simulation, the accuracy of
multi-category classification is bad, even less than 60%.
Therefore, the classification method of DNN cannot be
well applied in GPESM power allocation system. The ad-
vantages of the regression method are reflected in the fact
that the training set is generated by the AMMD method,
which has a higher KPI compared to the classification
method. Secondly, the regression method can better reflect
the continuity of channel information and allocated power,
and better reflect the mapping relationship between the
two. The DNN power allocation methods considered in
the subsequent articles are all regression method.

Fig. 9 shows a comparison of the BER performance
of GPMod, GPESM and RIS-assisted GPESM with the
DNN-based PA algorithm applied. Assume that CSI is
perfectly known at the transmitter and Ns = 3. Un-
der this algorithm, the crossover between GPMod and
GPESM schemes still occurs and GPESM can highlight
its own performance advantages for SNR = 15 dB or
more. Both systems perform better than the standard
GPESM and GPMod systems. However, the performance
of RIS-assisted GPESM with DNN-based PA is not as
good as RIS-assisted GPESM itself. It can be seen that the
power allocation with DNN will instead have a negative
impact on the RIS-assisted GPESM, which is a high
precision system. It is worth noting that our proposed RIS-
assisted GPESM with DNN-based PA still has better BER
performance than the other two systems with DNN-based
PA.

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the BER performance of var-
ious GPESM schemes in the case of Gaussian-distributed
CSI errors, which is modelled as the zero mean vector of
AWGN with i.i.d. elements and variance of σ2

err. Assume
that the value of σ2

err decreases with SNR increasing and

Ns = 5 in Fig. 10 and Ns = 3 in Fig. 11. From Fig. 10
and Fig. 11, we can observe that the BER performance
of the RIS-assisted GPESM schemes drops very sharply
compared to the GPESM schemes in the presence of CSI
errors. We can also learn that RIS is very sensitive to CSI.
In the case of SNR ≤ 15 dB, the RIS-assisted GPESM
system does not have a great BER performance advantage,
which will instead cause a large computing overhead. With
SNR ≥ 20 dB, the RIS-assisted GPESM system still
performs well compared to other standard systems due
to the reduced CSI errors. In particular, the RIS-assisted
GPESM system has a similar performance to the AMMD
power allocation method in the presence of CSI errors in
Fig. 10. Considering that RIS has a higher overhead than
AMMD power allocation method, it is more suitable to
apply AMMD power allocation method directly in this
case. The difference in performance between the GPESM
system and the GPESM system with the addition of the
DNN power allocation method is also not significant in the
presence of CSI errors in Fig. 11.

VI. Conclusion
In this paper, a novel satellite scheme called GPESM has

been proposed for MIMO satellite communication systems.
Our simulation results show that GPESM or RIS-assisted
GPESM enjoys better BER performance than the conven-
tional GPMod scheme. In addition, we have also proposed
two PA strategies for GPESM, namely the AMMD-based
PA method and DNN-based PA method, where AMMD-
based PA method enjoys the best BER performance with
high complexity and DNN-based PA method is suboptimal
with low complexity. These two PA strategies have led to
improved BER performance compared to that of GPESM.
It is also noted that RIS-assisted GPESM is able to meet
or exceed the BER performance of PA-based GPESM
systems, thus demonstrating the reliability that RIS can
provide to the system. Considering both the BER versus
complexity trends, we conclude that the proposed RIS-
assisted GPESM with DNN-based PA method provides
an improved BER performance at a modest complexity
cost. In addition to this, we will investigate low-complexity
RIS algorithms in our subsequent work. Our future work
will also focus on more realistic channels and attempt to
combine the proposed scheme with a multi-UAVs system.
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